STEP 1:

STEP 2:
Zone 1

£7.00 per child

book your sustainability lab today!

zone 4

energy
burst!

zone 2

pesky
plastics!

zone 3

rockin'
renewables!

ADMIN@madscienceeast.co.uk

07534 189 362

Climate
action!

Sustainability and Climate Change are enormous social and scientific
challenges facing children today. Addressing these challenges is
imperative to Mad Science, which is why we have developed the

The renewable roadshow
Our climate is changing and the world is warming up, only we can slow
it down! Join us on the road to renewable energy as we speed past those
non-renewable fossil fuels and replace them with our sustainable, rockin’
renewables like wind power and solar power! What are fossil fuels? The
‘who’s energy efficient’ race, and wind powered flying toilet roll!
Let’s get renewable ready!

THE zones
The 4 unique, hands-on science zones will expand the learning of every
child and spark a sustainable future. Topics include:

ENERGY
BURST!

What is energy? Where do we get energy from and how do we
use it?! Uncover the basics of energy; potential, elastic,
gravitational, kinetic, heat and light!

rockin'
renewables!

Power hunters be ready as we pinpoint all energy sources;
Gas, Oil, Solar, Wind, Hydro, Nuclear... Can we use
the elements around us to generate electricity?

climate
action!

Learn why our climate is changing and how it will affect our
daily lives. Travel forward in time and become weather
reporters of the future!

pesky
plastics!

Let’s get drastic on plastic! The UK is responsible for using
13 bn plastic bottles every year, and only half of them are
recycled! Find out what we can do to combat plastics!

THE FOLLOW ON
It doesn’t just end there! Once the children leave the ‘Sustainability Lab’
they can continue their learning with additional lesson plans.

THE OFFICIAL BIT
Like any good scientists, through experience and trials, we have
discovered that the ‘Sustainability Lab’ is much easier to teach,
it’s more engaging and it’s much less stressful than a mass field
trip to the museum! We offer more hands-on activities, a more personal
and specific experience for all the children, and it’s much cheaper!
At just £7.00 per child, and no coaches to book, the Sustainability Lab
is the perfect school trip without all the hassle!

THE LOGISTICS

A typical Sustainability Lab day looks like this...
09:00 - 09:30 Whole School Assembly
Session 1

09:30 - 10:00

10:15 - 10:45

10:50 - 11:20

11:25 - 11:55

Session 2

13:00 - 13:30

13:35 - 14:05

14:10 - 14:40

14:45 - 15:15

GROUP 1

PLASTIC

ENERGY

CLIMATE

RENEWABLES

GROUP 2

RENEWABLES

PLASTIC

ENERGY

CLIMATE

GROUP 3

CLIMATE

RENEWABLES

PLASTIC

ENERGY

GROUP 4

ENERGY

CLIMATE

RENEWABLES

PLASTIC

Please Note: Timings and breaks are specific to each school and can be adjusted.

